
 

 

 
King’s Ely 
 
Teacher of English 
 
Departmental Information 
 
We are looking for a well-qualified and enthusiastic candidate to teach English at King’s Ely 
from years 7-13. It is envisaged that this post will consist mainly of Key Stage 3 & 4 teaching 
with some A Level teaching. 
 
King’s Ely has a thriving English department with eight members of staff. All teachers in the 
department work closely together to promote a love of English and reading throughout the 
school. This is a happy and co-operative department: we run theatre trips, poetry readings, 
writing competitions, and contribute fully to the life of the school. 
 
Students are put into ability-based sets for years 7-9 and GCSE. A Level is taught in mixed 
ability groups. Students in GCSE sets 1, 2, 3 and 4 take the AQA GCSEs in English Litera-
ture and English Language. Sets 5 & 6 take English Language only and are generally smaller 
class sizes (10-15 as compared to 18-24 in higher sets). Some of our sets, especially sets 5 & 
6, contain ESOL students. Some students have to work hard to gain a 4 in English Language 
and have assistance from the Learning Support department. At the other end, some students 
in sets 1, 2 & 3 go on to study English Literature at top universities including Oxbridge. 
 
English Literature (OCR) is a popular choice at A Level and we tend to run two sets in 
years 12 and 13. Students have 6-7 lessons per week and are taught by three teachers to give 
them a wide exposure to different styles and expertise.  
 
Teachers in the English Department are committed to fostering in students a love of reading 
and literature; we believe strongly in the centrality of reading to developing students’ facili-
ty in English. We contribute fully to the school’s life, not least in debating, creative writing 
and in the annual Reading Festival. All classrooms have a computer and interactive white-
board. iPads are available for use in lessons. 

  



 

 

 
 
 
 
Teacher of English 
 
Job description 
 

• Excellent, dynamic and creative teacher with a high level of subject knowledge 
and skills; 

 

• Determination to enhance, deliver and promote the teaching of the subject; 
 

• High expectation of pupils, both in academic achievement and behaviour; 
 

• Commitment to continuous improvement and innovation, which leads to the 
teaching of challenging and differentiated lessons in the classroom; 

 

• Produce high quality preparation and delivery of lessons to stimulate and encour-
age pupils’ learning; 

 

• Set and mark prep (homework) in line with school and department policies; 
 

• Undertake regular reviews of pupils’ academic progress and acknowledge student 
success; 

 

• Keep good records of pupil achievement and progression; 
 

• Set targets to improve the quality of learning and complete regular reports for 
pupils according to the school calendar; 

 

• Establish good professional relationships with staff, learners and parents; 
 

• Liaise with pupils and parents at Parents’ Evenings throughout the school year; 
 

• Endeavour to provide extra-curricular learning opportunities and trips when re-
quired. 


